Nürburgring
July 26 – 28, 2019*

*final confirmation of Nürburgring dates after publication of formula 1 calendar

www.radamring.de

– that’s time trial and 24-hour race. Individual fight and team event. Top-class sport, but
essentially always an event for amateur athletes. A cycling weekend of superlatives
on the legendary Nürburgring, for road cyclists, mountain bikers and e-bikers.
A festival, grown around the core, the 24-hour race. A day-and-night spectacle that around 25,000 people experience every year. An amateur sport
highlight covering two and a half days, which has been supplemented by professional racing since 2016 and offers since
2018 with "eBike am Ring" also a fat off-competition
range of action. Ambition, passion and fitness in
their most beautiful form: fast legs and
fast bicycles. And in 2019 Rad am
Ring is also going on tour.
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Road bike disciplines
Road bike hobby sport

24h race individual rider

Actually there is not reason for hobby cyclists
not to spend a weekend at Nürburgring. On one
hand, because everyone will find something that
will make his heart beat faster. Be it the short,
though time trial, the fast amateur races, the
relaxed touring rides or the 24-hour race as individual or team rider that is probably unique in the
world. On the other hand, because someone who
loves speed (and would you be a road cyclist if
you didn’t?) has to be ridden through Green Hell
once in a lifetime. The tingling that flows through
the body during the countdown before the start,
the adrenalin that shoots through your veins
every time the team rider changes, the mix of
fascination and effort when riding underneath
the star-studded sky over Nürburgring, the feeling of community – no matter whether you are
an individual or team rider. All these moments
and feelings combine to form the unique ”Rad
am Ring” experience – and the pride when crossing the finish line in front of the pit lane is priceless anyway.

24h race team of 4

24h race team of 2
24h race team of 8
150 km-race
75 km-race
25 km-race
Time trial
Touring rides sportif
Touring rides

Road bike pro
The Nürburgring, the most beautiful piece
of asphalt between the poles, is one of the
bigger challenges for cyclists. Professionals have been fighting for the World Cup
crown three times since 1927 and in recent
years we organized a ME 1.1 race at the
Nürburgring. In 2019, the popular German
Rad-Bundesliga will start on the legendary
circuit for the third time since 2006. It is
meant to ride a 22 kilometer course with
580 m attitude for 5 times. The race at the
Nürburgring will be the sixth of eleven
series races in the men's category.

Road bike pro
UCI ME 1.1 race with mountainsand sprint classification
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Mountain bike marathon
The passion for the bicycle does not stop at
the road marking at Rad am Ring. In order to
reflect cycling in all its facets, the festival at
Nürburgring opens up more and more to attract cross-country enthusiasts, too. In 2017,
a mountain bike marathon offering three distances (75, 50, 25 km) took place for the first
time. The lap to be ridden one to three times,
combines all attractions of the race circuit as
well as of the Eifel landscape surrounding it:
start and finish are located on Grand Prix
course – in the middle of the Rad am Ring
action. The course then leads riders on a
cross-country circuit with an appealing mix of
trails, gravel and 610 vertical meters.

Mountain bike marathon
75 km race
50 km race
25 km race

24h mountainbike race
24h mountain bike race

24h race individual riders
24h race team of 2

Mountain biking is not so much about
absolute speed, but about riding skills.
It is about playing with speed and underground surfaces. The single trails in the
forests of the Eifel region are the perfect
stage for doing so. Rad am Ring’s
24-hour mountain bike race is as unique
as its cult counterpart on the road. From
formula 1 circuit of Nürburgring, participants ride in the direction of historic
Nürburg before going off-road. This way
mountain bikers get the best of both
worlds: the great atmosphere in the paddock and the tough uphill and downhill
sections of the region around the Ring
– concentrated on 8.6 kilometers and
170 vertical meters.

24h race team of 4
24h race team of 8
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Facts & figures
Expo

(subject to modifications )

Product worlds: Road bike, mountain bike, eBike, nutrition, fitness,
outdoor, travel

Rad am Ring is one of the cycling highlights in
Rhineland-Palatinate and has earned a top
position in European cycling since its premiere
in 2003. Riding through Green Hell has become
cult and the expo in Grand Prix paddock is an
ideal stage to present brands and products. At
Rad am Ring very active cyclists meet over a
comparatively long period of time in the fascinating surroundings of the legendary, yet very modern Nürburgring. The event is very popular what
is reflected by top ratings in our participant survey. Also for 2018 we are expecting again around
25,000 cycling enthusiasts: spectators, participants and team members as well as supporters
consisting of family and club members, colleagues and friends. Entry is free and current
models of various manufacturers as well as hightech equipment can be tested as well for free on
our test tracks.

Environment: Show stage, video
wall, beer garden, participant
center, technical service
Charge for booth: 50 Euros per m2
plus VAT
Opening hours:
Fri. 4 am – 9 pm
Sat. 9 am – 8 pm
Sun. 8 am – 2 pm

Sponsoring
Rad am Ring is a unique opportunity to present your brand to a highly
relevant target group. They are very emotional and passionate about
cycling, especially when it comes to this event as our participant survey
also showed this year. A
 pproximately 8,750 cyclists and 25,000 visitors,
team members and supporters are attracted by Rad am Ring every
year – aged between 19 and 49 years and for the big part with a net
income above average that they are willing to invest in their passion.
Furthermore the target group is on site for a whole weekend, time
spent on event location and expo is accordingly long. In addition to this
the location offers unique opportunities for networking and meeting
business partners due to racing pits and VIP lounges.
But also before and after the event Rad am Ring attracts the attention
of cycling enthusiasts: our website and social networks are intensively
made use of (see figures), media response – online, specialist and daily
press, TV – is strong. Therefore all forms of classic event sponsoring
are possible and worthwhile. Do not hesitate to contact us, we are
happy to compile an individual package with and for you.
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Facts & figures
Full program to take part in

(subject to modifications )

For free – Nürburgring eBikeexperience
Saturday, 8.00 – 12.30 h

"eBike am Ring" continues the tradition and concept of “Rad am Ring”: interesting, exciting and
fascinating offers for participants of different target groups. Be right in the middle of it and join in!
Because the very special is part of the system:
the Nürburgring experience. Thanks to the experience made in 2018 we have fine-tuned the offers
and invite you to use the platform "eBike am
Ring"/"Rad am Ring" not only through classic
sponsoring/expo activities, but also to become a
part of the offer communicated by us. Your tour
with test bikes? We supply the track data and all
information participants need. Riding fun and riding skills training in the off-road park? Talk to us!
Because in 2019 there will be a lot going on in the
Eifel: free Nürburgring fun, tours of all kinds, signposted test tracks, GPS tracks, workshops, riding
skills training and the entire entertainment program of "Rad am Ring" are still part of our offers
presented on www.ebike-am-ring.de. And that's
not all.

Testbikes
Training and workshops
eBike enduro-race
… and very much more about
the world of eBikes

Perfect location
In its more than 90 years of history, the Nürburg
ring has fascinated many generations and hundreds of thousands of people from the most
diverse fields. The Nordschleife, respectfully
called the "Green Hell", founded the myth of the
Eifel course: over 20 kilometers of mountains and
valleys, winding roads, extremely demanding trials and paths in terms of riding skills and topography. A challenge for all those who take on the
legendary race track. In addition, participants get
the spectacular Grand Prix circuit with pit area,
paddock and the flair of the Formula 1 racing.
The off-road park, kart track and modern event
infrastructure come as a bonus. The rest is provided by nature and road construction in the
sparsely populated area: paths, trails, gravel
tracks and asphalted, winding roads through the
varied Eifel landscape. This is the basis for "eBike
am Ring", the part of the event that is not aimed
at competitive cyclists, but at touristy oriented
bike gourmets and long-haul riders.
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A piece of happiness
“Rad am Ring” is more than just the Expo and
classic sponsoring. “Rad am Ring” emotional
izes the participants. These can be your customers, business partners and employees. You
can also place your brands for 24 hours and
more in this environment. We offer you a place
in the pit lane or in the paddock, where you can
be part of the Expo at the same time, present
yourself directly at the side of the race track and
set up your very special team camp on your
action area. Show your brand world and not just
your products. Become a part of the "Rad am
Ring" fascination and grab a piece of happiness.
We will be happy to advise you.

2019

On tour all year round

@ NÜRBURGRING

"Rad am Ring" is not limited to the cycling
festival on the last weekend of July - we
are on tour all year round. We ride along,
we present ourselves and we communicate with (former and future) participants,
fans and (potential) partners. During the
course of a year we meet a wide variety
of cyclists and are happy to take our partners with us. We participate in road- and
mountain bike races - usually with our own
team. You can meet "Rad am Ring" at trade
fairs and sporting events all over Germany.
We invite cyclists to test rides on the
Nürburgring several times a year and also
love to show mountain bike groups that
the Eifel has much more to offer than "Rad
am Ring" itself. For the winter months we
are still working on the program. This could
turn from on tour into online.

Rad am Ring on tour
Shows/exhibitions
Sportevents
Meeting at Nürburgring
Team Rad am Ring (road)
Team Rad am Ring (MTB)
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Facts and Figures

Web statistics and social media

Happy? 96 % and 4.8 stars
Participants/visitors
2018 – a big plus

Participant numbers of Rad am Ring have been stable for years
– despite market turbulences. 24h races are the big hits in
terms of participant and supporter numbers. Top scores
resulting from years of participant surveys amount to clearly
more than three supporters per participating rider. With our
more than 8,750 participants approximately 25,000 visitors who
attend Rad am Ring every year can be calculated from this. We
are expecting future growth rates for the mountain bike
marathon that took place in 2017 for the first time. In 2019,
e-bike disciplines will be advertised again.
Paricipants

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Hobby riders

1.426

1.243

1.271

1.393

1.438

MTB 24 h

678

666

651

706

715

Road 24 h

4.272

4.420

4.236

4.225

4.567

Touring rides

1.743

1.839

1.763

1.623

1.599

Time trial

–

78

121

144

126

eBike Enduro

–

–

35

–

–

MTB Bundesliga

–

–

101

–

–

MTB-Marathon

–

–

–

112

182

Rad Bundesliga

–

–

118

113

112

Giro Classico

–

–

75

–

–

7.274

8.197

Overall

8.312 8.371

8.739

Participants data
Data sets newsletter

34.709

Male participants

90,3 %

Female participants

9,7 %

Up to 35 years

16,0 %

35 to 50 years

31,0 %

50 to 60 years

25,7 %

60 and older

27,0 %

Average journey

243 km

In 2018, a participant survey was conducted. Numbers
have been almost identical for years, however. In 2018,
55% of the participants were very happy with the event
(school grade 1), 41% were happy (school grade 2),
4% rated the event with school grade 3, and no one rated the
event “poor” or worse. The next participant survey is
planned for 2019. On facebook, Rad am Ring is rated
with 4.8 out of 5 stars.
Participants data
Very happy with the event

55,0 %

Content with the event

41,0 %

Media reach

Due to the inaugural Rudi Altig Race in 2016 media value
has improved noticeably. In 2018 no representative
media survey was conducted. The next one is planned for
2019. Our focus was on social media in 2018 (see next
page).

Web and Social Media

Participants and supporters of 24h races have an increased
need for information due to the race’s specialty and its
framework conditions. The chart summarizes various
figures.
Facebook
Strong Virality

Max. reach /day

11.200

78.000

Website
Visits

163.000

Average duration of stay

4:10 min

Average action per visit

4,7

pge views

653.734

Downloads

6.031

Contents linked/References

100.116

Visits January to July 2018

January
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Fans
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February

April

May

The development of Rad am Ring’s website and social media channels is improving continuously and steadily. We have been
focusing on online actions as well as on crossmedial advertising and completely forego paid promotion.

Instagram, STRAVA & Co.

Since 2017, we have been pursuing a strategic social media
campaign to increase our popularity and to spread information. The focus on doing so has always been on an interactive relationship with users in order to be approachable.
Through Instagram we will take everybody „on Tour“ to our
roadshow. To present a platform for comparison and competition between participants beside Rad am Ring, we started a STRAVa club.Figures are particularly high in the direct
temporal context of the event. Also the constant reach with
165,000 website visits, almost 35,000 newsletter data sets
and more than 11,000 facebook contacts is remarkable. We
send out 12 to 14 newsletters per year that are also distributed via facebook.

Strong perception in environment
11.200+

1.500

400

500+

Corporate Identity

In addition to the social media strategy, which has been successful since 2017, we are now pursuing the continuation of
our corporate identity. For a clearer perception of the brand
Rad am Ring, we decided to rebuild the website, as well as the
newsletter from the base. Modern, responsive and above all
visually appealing, so that the character of Rad am Ring skips
over and emotionalizes at the first contact. Rad am Ring is a
strong brand that creates strong identification through a consistent appearance.

Goal of 1,500 fans reached!

With our social media focus we made a great progress
of 0 to 1,500 likes on Istagram and a fanclub of 500+ members
on STRAVA. We deliberately forego paid reach in order to create a closer bond with every single fan and to share authentic
content.

2018 figures confirm the tendency and patterns of previous
years: our fans have a tight emotional bond with the event that
provides for a strong viral distribution of content concerning
the event. Now this identification will be maintained by Rad am
Ring "on tour" 365 days and thus provide a perceptible added
value.
Also distribution via our own fan base of more than 11,000
individuals is on top level with an increase of more than 100%
interactions. Temporarily, top values of approximately 80,000
users were recorded per day. Overall reach amounted to more
than 400,000 individuals during the event.

Strong emotional bond

Much more important than the number of people interested
in the event is the loyalty and activity of existing fans. Our interaction values show that the event is also perceived in the personal environment of participants and that the brand „Rad am
Ring“ is very present with them. The high level of networking of
fans via groups and interaction values increases the likelihood
of show-ups in the filtered user timeline and with it the increased perception of Rad am Ring and its postings.
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July, 26 – 28, 2019*
Organization:
eventwerkstatt GmbH
Eichendorffstraße 92
71554 Vaihingen/Enz
+49 7042/28922-0
www.eventwerkstatt.net

Photo credits:
· sportograf
· Marcel Hilger
· Nürburgring / Gruppe C
· Archiv Rad am Ring
· Bosch

Contacts:
Hanns-Martin Fraas, Managing Director
Head of Organization
+49 7042/28922-11
fraas@eventwerkstatt.net
Thorsten Frahm,
Business Development
frahm@eventwerkstatt.net
Nils Roggentin
Marketing & Sales – Expo
+49 7042/28922-14
roggentin@eventwerkstatt.net

And what can we do for you?
Rad am Ring is 100 percent eventwerkstatt!
We passionately turned a strong idea into a cycling event
that is worldwide unique. At a fascinating location. With
creativity, precision and team spirit.
eventwerkstatt GmbH is a team of five who are experts at
event design and -management, led by managing director
Hanns-Martin Fraas, supported by Carola Felchner with texts,
proofreading and translations, Holger Kremers as web and social media expert, Jörg Launer for art work and graphic design
and Thorsten Frahm in business development. This way we offer competence and full service – no matter whether your
event is just a vague idea yet, you are in need of a professional
corporate identity on- and offline or whether you are looking for
someone who holds the reins for you on site. No matter
whether small or major event.

At Rad am Ring approximately 300 members of organizational
staff are in operation. Key positions therefore are not only occupied by eventwerkstatt’s core team. We dispose of an extensive network of experts whom we’ve been working with closely since many years and have grown into a big and efficient
team.
Our core competences:
Bicycle, cycling, fitness, automotive, motorbike
Range of services: events 360°, event management,
conception, communication, consulting
We do not only love big, complex events. The team of eventwerkstatt GmbH masters challenges of all kinds with creativity
and precision.

Go ahead, challenge us!
www.eventwerkstatt.net

